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      Newsletter August 2020  

Welcome to the August newsletter...with September approaching and the start 

of the Autumn term at schools, we will be here for every member of the Rutland 

family as always and doing our very best to bring you any updates and changes 

as we receive them. We are so very honoured to be part of this wonderful family 

and to be able to work with every single one of you.  

This month we wanted this newsletter to focus on a few of the changes in the 

early adopter framework and that is due to come out for schools in September 

in preparation for the new framework being released in 2021. We will talk a bit 

about schools starting for the autumn term and we will also be introducing you 

to one of our wonderful consultants! Along with an activity for you too... 

So, here we go…… 

 

EYFS Early Adopter Version July 2020 

In September the Early Adopter Framework will be introduced into schools only 

to prepare for the release of the new EYFS framework being released in 

September 2021. In this month we will focus on a few of the changes that have 

been made. 

To scrap the statutory moderation of EYFS by local authorities 

In section 2 of the Early Adopter framework under the heading ‘Information to 

be provided to the Local Authority’ you will notice that the requirements have 

been reduced and that the following has been removed: 

“Providers must permit the relevant local authority to enter their premises to 

observe the completion of the EYFS Profile, and permit the relevant local 

authority to examine and take copies of documents and other articles relating to 

the Profile and assessments. Providers must take part in all reasonable 

moderation activities specified by their local authority and provide the local 

authority with such information relating to the EYFS Profile and assessment as 

they may reasonably request.” 
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So, although schools will have to submit data to the local authorities at the end 

of reception year, they will not be externally reviewed by the local authority. 

This is in the hope of reducing work load for teachers and giving them more time 

with the children. This process does not happen until a child goes to reception 

year and although you may feel that is not relevant, it is still important to 

understand all the parts of the framework in order to communicate with other 

professionals and to also know the bits that are directly relevant and those 

which are not directly relevant. There are some conflicting views about the 

scrapping of this and more can be read on websites such as Early Years Educator 

and TES.  

The exceeding judgement across the early learning goals has been removed 

Under section 2.7 of the current framework, practitioners must ascertain 

whether a child is exceeding expected levels and this has been removed from 

the Early Adopter Framework (under section 2.8). This change was again to 

reduce paperwork, although practitioners are still expected to have knowledge 

of the children who are more able and to stretch their development.  

PSED will include more information on self-care and healthy eating 

On page 7 of the Early Adopter Framework under the heading Personal, Social 

and Emotional Development (PSED), there is an extra sentence that is as follows: 

“Through adult modelling and guidance, they will learn how to look after their 

bodies, including healthy eating, and manage personal needs independently.”  

This appears in the ELGs as: 

“-Manage their own basic hygiene and personal needs, including dressing, going 

to the toilet and understanding the importance of healthy food choices.” 

There will be more focus on ensuring that the importance of healthy eating is 

met under the areas of learning through planning and evidencing that 

knowledge as you describe the areas of learning and next steps.  

If you would like, you can take a look at the Early Adopter Framework by 

following the link: 

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/early-adopter-schools-eyfs-framework 

 

 

 

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/early-adopter-schools-eyfs-framework
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Schools opening... 

September is getting closer and the Autumn return for schools is upon us. It is 

important to keep yourselves updated on the current guidance through your 

local authorities and schools. We will update you all as we are updated to 

anything that is relevant nationally, but just be aware that over the coming 

months there may be restrictions or guidance that is relevant for certain towns 

or counties. You can also look at the gov.uk website under Education and 

Childcare, where there are some useful headings: 

- Safe working in education, childcare and children’s social care 

- Guidance for parents and carers on how schools will open in September 

- Check how childminders, holiday clubs and after school clubs can operate 

As always, if you are unsure of anything or have a question, please do not 

hesitate to get in touch. We don’t want anyone to feel that they are alone, we 

are always here to help out where we can! 

 

August activity – Frozen Dinosaur Egg Rescue 
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This month we will be taking a look at a frozen dinosaur eggs activity. This 

activity is always a favourite with the children and there is so many ways of 

bringing all those areas of learning into it to. For this activity you will need 

some small dinosaur figures (but you can use various items such as figures, 

flowers, or whatever your current theme is) and some balloons. Firstly, stretch 

the balloon at the neck so that you can fit the dinosaur figure inside the 

balloon. Next, add the water and then tie the balloon and store in the freezer 

overnight. In the morning your dinosaur eggs will be ready. 

Here are some ideas for exploring the seven areas of learning with this activity: 

 

Communication and Language 

Get the children excited about this activity by creating a story about the dinosaur 

that has left eggs in the garden and we must go and hunt for them. There are so 

many words and conversations to be had with this about dinosaurs themselves 

but also relating to melting ice. Words such as cold, shiny, wet, stuck, freezing, 

egg. The older children may ask questions about what happened to the egg and 

you can create a whole conversation about dinosaurs and how they are found 

as fossils by archaeologists.  

 

Physical development  

By carefully placing various tools around the garden the children can use 

different motor skills to try to melt or break the ice. They can use hammers, 

spoons, salt and water to try to break or melt the ice. They could be carrying the 

eggs around without them slipping and dropping and transporting them in 

various ways, such as using a wheel barrow. 

 

PSED  

The children could be working together and looking to each other for ways of 

rescuing the dinosaurs. They could exchange ideas about how they could rescue 

the dinosaurs together. Lots of praise could be given for anyone managing to 

rescue their dinosaurs or coming up with good ideas or thoughts. The children 
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could be learning how to use the tools appropriately and know the rules on using 

tools safely. 

 

Literacy 

There are some beautiful books about dinosaurs for all ages, some story based 

and some fact-finding books to cover many children’s interests. Here are a few 

you could take a look at. 

 

Numeracy  

Get the children to count the eggs and see how many they have. You could have 

containers with water and children could be exploring how the egg floats in the 

container and they could be filling and emptying containers and observing the 

sizes of the eggs as they melt. You could get the children to explore 3D shapes 

starting with the eggs and taking about how some shapes are 2D or flat and 

some are 3D such as eggs, spheres, cubes etc. 
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Expressive Arts and Design  

You are following the storyline of finding the dinosaur eggs and you could 

introduce opportunities for making a song related to this...let’s find the dinosaur 

eggs 1, 2, 3 and use your feet to stamp a rhythm. The children can use various 

techniques to melt the ice using various techniques and materials such as salt 

and tools. You could paint the eggs to see what happens to the dinosaur and 

explore translucency and then wash the paint off. The children could draw the 

dinosaur they see trapped in the egg. 

 

Understanding the World  

The children can find out about when dinosaurs lived and what types of dinosaur 

there were. Some dinosaurs ate meat and some were herbivores and only ate 

plants. You could research dinosaurs online and show them how dinosaurs exist 

now only as fossils, talk about growth and decay. The Natural History Museum 

has a dinosaur directory that you could explore, here is the link: 

https://www.nhm.ac.uk/discover/dino-directory/name/t/gallery.html  

There are also lots of activities you can set up involving fossils and uncovering 

fossils that are really good too!                            https://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/w3csz1t8 

https://www.nhm.ac.uk/discover/dino-directory/name/t/gallery.html
https://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/w3csz1t8
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We would love to see some your dinosaur activities put on the Rutland Staff 

Room and please do share any ideas you may have too!  

 

Meet the Consultant 

Starting this month, we wanted to introduce a consultant per month, so you 

can get to know them all a little better. We want to keep that Rutland family 

spirit throughout what we do and so what better way to do that than share a 

bit about us too! Our first consultant is: 

 

Sue 

Hi to all you lovely Childminders. I’m Sue ... 59!! How did that happen 🤦♀ ? I live 

in Oakham where Sam and Mel are based. 

So, a little bit about me, I started my journey into childcare as a special needs 

teaching assistant in an Early Years classroom. I then went on and qualified as a 

high-level teaching assistant which involved leading the class, planning and 

assessing the little ones. I decided to further my knowledge and career through 

an Early Years degree which I undertook at Penn Green which was such an 

inspirational journey for me as their ethos for the Early years was just what I had 

always believed in, I brought it back to the classroom, implemented their great 

ideas and put them into practice. 

Unfortunately, our life’s don’t always go to plan, as I was about to begin my final 

year of the degree, my husband of 30 years died suddenly. I wasn’t in the right 

place to carry on with the degree, but felt I needed to stay in child care as I loved 

it so much. My daughter then decided she would like to become a midwife 

which meant she would need child care for her 3 girls (yes, I’m a granni, to 4 

now) the latest little lady is 8 weeks old ️ 

So, I decided to leave my job and become a childminder ... I ran a successful 

business for 7 years and received an Outstanding grading from Ofsted.  
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Sam and Mel approached me a year ago and asked if I would like to join their 

gang, so another new journey began. I now visit potential childminders for their 

pre-registration and also go to annual visits which I love as I do miss the little 

ones and it’s so lovely to see such wonderful child minders doing fantastic jobs 

with them. I also work in the office alongside Sam and Mel, another learning 

curve for me, let’s just say they are very patient with me... 

I hope I’ve given you a little insight into me and look forward to meeting you all 

in the future. 

Sue xx 

 

Reminders 

SAFEGUARDING NUMBER – PLEASE ENSURE THAT 

YOU HAVE THE SAFEGUARDING PHONE NUMBER 

SAVED AND HANDY SHOULD YOU NEED IT. THIS 

NUMBER IS FOR EMERGENCY AND SAFEGUARDING 

SITUATIONS ONLY. 

07925 585115 

This should only be used in the event of you needing us in  

an emergency or if you have a safeguarding matter.  All  

other questions, queries or if you just need a chat should 

be made to 07908882120 or 07411026299 

 

We wish you all well in this month and that you 

all take care and stay safe during this time.  As 

always, if you need us please drop us an email or 

give us a call, Mel and Sam xx 


